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This is the exam project set for STK 4160/9160, spring semester 2021. It is made available

on the course website as of Friday 4 June 11:11, and candidates must submit their written

reports by Tuesday 15 June 12:58 (or earlier), to the Inspera System at the Department

of Mathematics. The oral examination part takes place at Friday 18 June (see separate

messages concerning that). Reports may be written in nynorsk, bokmål, riksmål, English

or Latin, and should be text-processed (TeX, LaTeX, Word). Write concisely (in der

Beschränkung zeigt sich erst der Meister; brevity is the soul of wit; kratkostь – sestra

talanta). Relevant figures should be included in the report. You are not required to show

us all your code, but you should briefly explain what your coding work has involved, and

perhaps include relevant parts. Candidates are required to work on their own (i.e. without

cooperation with any others).

Importantly, by handing in your report to the Inspera system you guarantee that you’ve

read, understood, and confirmed the points of the self-declaration form; see the last page

of this document. Also, your report should contain one separate extra page, the student’s

one-page summary of the exam project report, which should briefly tell its readers about

how the work has proceeded, and also contain a brief self-assessment of its quality. You

may make this the very last page of your report.

This exam set contains three exercises and comprises as many as seven pages (including

figures, and with the last page the self-declaration form).

Exercise 1

If normality is an illusion we might try out log-normality. Suppose i.i.d. observations

y1, . . . , yn are available.

(a) When the normal model N(ξ, σ2) is fitted to the data, give the maximum likelihood

estimators ξ̂ and σ̂, and derive the formula

ℓn,max = −n log σ̂ − 1

2
n− 1

2
n log(2π)

for the maximised log-likelihood function.

(b) Suppose data are all positive. A sometimes sensible competing model then is the

log-normal, where yi is represented as exp(zi), with zi = log yi taken N(α, τ2). Find
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the density of yi, and the maximum likelihood estimators α̂ and τ̂ . Show furthermore

that the maximised log-likelihood, under this model, can be written

ℓ∗n,max = −n log τ̂ − 1

2
n− 1

2
n log(2π)−

n∑

i=1

log yi.

(c) Show that the AIC prefers the log-normal over the normal if and only if

Hn = log(σ̂/τ̂)− α̂ is positive.

(d) Suppose now that data really follow the log-normal distribution, for suitable (α, τ2).

Show that Hn tends to a quantity H(α, τ), and that this limit is positive.

(e) Use this to show that if data are log-normal, then AIC will pick that model, with

probability going to unity, as sample size increases.

(f) Above there is a comparison between two models, the normal and the log-normal. An

extension, involving a transformation parameter λ ∈ [0, 1], is as follows. The candidate

model, for a fixed λ, is that zi(λ) = (yλi − 1)/λ is normal, say N(αλ, τ
2

λ). Note that

(yλ − 1)/λ → log y as λ → 0, so the cases treated above essentially correspond to

λ = 0 for the log-normal and λ = 1 for the normal. Find a formula for the maximised

log-likelihood function, say ℓn,max,λ, and hence give a recipe for how the AIC can find

a winner.

Exercise 2

However beautiful the strategy, you should occasionally look at the results. In this

exercise we will compare two simple models through various selection strategies. Suppose

we have independent observations y1, . . . , yn stemming from

either model M0, yi ∼ unif(0, 1), or model M1, yi ∼ Beta(γ, 1).

The model M0 thus corresponds to γ being known and equal to 1.

(a) For model M1, show that the maximum likelihood estimator is γ̂ = 1/z̄, where z̄ is the

mean of zi = − log yi. Show also that γ̂ has distribution equal to that of γ (2n)/χ2
2n.

Find next explicit expressions for AIC0 and AIC1 (in obvious notation), and identify

precisely when the AIC selects model M1 over M0.

(b) Similarly, find explicit expressions for BIC0 and BIC1, and identify precisely when the

BIC selects model M1 over M0.

(a) The parameter γ is a quantity which can be given a clear interpretation in both models

(and with model M0, it is simply equal to 1). We can hence make it a focus parameter

for FIC analysis. Find expressions for FIC0 and FIC1 using the formulae you have

learned in the course. You should find that FIC selects M1 when |√n(z̄ − 1)| ≥
√
2.

Attempt to show that the AIC will have the same selection rule in the limit.
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(d) The BICj for candidate model Mj is a large-sample approximation to a quantity

BICexact

j , namely BICexact

j = 2 log λj , where λj is the marginal likelihood of the data

under model Mj . Find λ0 and λ1 and the corresponding BICexact

j scores, where you

for M1 use the unit exponential as the prior for γ. Compute also the corresponding

posterior probabilities for the two models, taking these to be equally likely a priori.

(e) The AIC is also an approximation, constructed to estimate a certain quantity 2nQn,

where

Qn = Eγ{Eγ log f(Ynew, γ̂)},
where f(y, γ) is the density of a candidate model indexed by parameter γ, with γ̂

the maximum likelihood estimator. The inner expectation is with respect to Ynew

and the outer expectation is with respect to the maximum likelihood estimator, its

distribution under the true γ. Find a formula for Qn,1, for model M1 (and also Qn,0,

for M0, but that one is trivial). Attempt to unbiasedly estimate Qn,1, and define a

‘new’ AIC, AICexact

j = 2n Q̂n,j .

(f) The FIC formulae we typically use are based on large-sample approximations to the

mean squared error, mse, of the focus parameter estimator, for each of the candidate

models. In this simple setting you can derive exact formulae for the mse for the

estimators from M0 and M1. Find such mse formulae and then attempt to estimate

these unbiasedly, leading then to FICexact

j = m̂sej = m̂se(γ̂j).
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Figure A: The probability that model M1 will be selected, as a function of γ, for
the selection schemes discussed, for n = 10.

(g) Finally, for a grid of γ values between 0.01 and 4, compute the probability of selecting

M1 for each of the six strategies you have explored here. Use n = 10 (and simulate a

large number of datasets for each value of γ). You should get something resembling

Figure A. Vary n, and comment on your findings.
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Exercise 3

Speedskaters should not be gauged by their lengths and widths – but by the

broadness of their visions and the heights of their dreams. One of us has over the years

collected files with various pieces of information for Olympic speedskaters, from evolution

of their personal records to their height and weight. The file bmimen1960to2018, at the

course website, is of dimension 1250× 4, for the 1250 male speedskaters having taken part

in the 16 Olympics from Squaw Valley 1960 to PyeongChang 2018. The four columns are

an identity number; Olympic year; height (in m), ranging from 1.57 to 2.03; weight (in

kg), ranging from 50.0 to 100.0. From these we compute the so-called Body-Mass Index,

bmi = weight/height2.

For the purposes of this exercise we consider these n = 1250 pairs of (height, weight) as

independent, disregarding the modest complexity that some skaters take part in more than

one Olympics.
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Figure B: weight and body-mass index for n = 1250 male Olympic speedskaters,

from 1960 to 2018.

The BMI is famously meant to be a separately meaningful measure, in various contexts

presented as more important than the height and weight. One learns here that the BMI has

close to zero correlation with height, but there is still a clear positive association between

x = weight and y = bmi; see Figure B (where we have added a little bit of noise to x,

to get a more ‘continuous’ picture). So x still sheds light on y, and in this exercise we

examine models for y given x.
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(a) Define wi = (xi − x̄)/sd(x), the normalised version of xi, with average zero and

(1/n)
∑n

i=1
w2

i = 1; using wi in lieu of xi for some model formulations helps numerics

and interpretation of certain extra ingredients in candidate regression models. For each

of the following four models, which we call 00, 10, 01, 11, find maximum likelihood

estimates, their standard errors (estimated standard deviations), and log-likelihood

maxima:

00 yi ∼ N(β0 + β1xi, σ
2);

10 yi ∼ N(β0 + β1xi + β2w
2
i , σ

2);

01 yi ∼ N(β0 + β1xi, (σ exp(γwi))
2);

11 yi ∼ N(β0 + β1xi + β2w
2
i , (σ exp(γwi))

2).

(c) Compute and give also the AIC scores, for these four models, rank them, and comment

briefly.

(d) In the standard language of the course, we take the 3-parameter 00 as the narrow

model and the 5-parameter 11 as the wide model. In which region of (β2, γ) can

the simpler 3-parameter 00 model be expected to give better estimates than via the

5-parameter 11 model, for all estimands?

(e) Consider the 90 percent quantile in the distribution of the BMI, as a function of the

athlete’s weight x0. Show that this quantile quantity can be expressed, in the wide

model, as

µ0.90(x0) = β0 + β1x0 + β2w
2

0 + z0.90 σ exp(γw0),

where w0 = (x0 − x̄)/sd(x), and z0.90 is the appropriate standard normal quantile.

Carry out FIC analysis for this parameter, with the four candidate models 00, 10, 01,

11, for the case of a skater of weight x0 = 90 kg. – If you have the time, check if

there is a different best model, for the same 90 kg skater, if the focus question is the

10 percent quantile.

(f) Your FIC computations in the preceding point can of course be carried out for any

x0, not merely for the 90 kg skaters. If you manage, do the FIC things for x0 =

55, 56, . . . , 94, 95, display the four root-FIC scores as graphs, and comment. Show

also the µ̂0.90,final(x0) curve in a diagram, on top of the scatter diagram of (xi, yi), as

with Figure B. Comment on what you find.

(g) In the models worked with above, an implicit assumption is that the BMI has stayed

about the same, over the span of Olympics from 1960 to 2018 (these are fabulously

well-trained athletes in top shape). As Figure C reveals, however, the BMI distribution

has not remained unchanged. Investigate a couple of models that take this into account

– not for the FIC analysis (on this occasion), but for the AIC comparison.
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Figure C: Estimates of the mean of the BMI distribution, along with 90 percent

confidence intervals, for the 16 Olympics, from 1960 to 2018.

Appendix: Reading the BMI file

Reading data files into your computer: For the Olympic BMI data, you may use

bmidata <- matrix(scan("bmimen1960to2018",skip=3),byrow=T,ncol=4)
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Handing in your exam project report to the Inspera system is taken as guarantee that

you’ve also read, understood, and confirmed the following points, regarding your work:

Egenerklæring / Self declaration:

Jeg erklærer herved at min hjemmeeksamensprosjektrapport, som er levert for kurset

STK 4160 eller STK 9160

ved Matematisk institutt, Universitetet i Oslo,

1. ikke har vært brukt til en annen eksamen ved et annet institutt eller universitet eller

høyskole, innenlands eller utenlands;

2. ikke refererer til andres arbeid uten at dette er oppgitt;

3. ikke refererer til eget tidligere arbeid uten at dette er oppgitt;

4. ikke er forfattet av Juksemaker Pipelort;

5. har oppgitt alle referanser i litteraturlisten;

6. ikke er et samarbeid med en eller flere andre.

Jeg er kjent med at brudd p̊a disse bestemmelsene er å betrakte som fusk, og at dette

strider mot universitetets reglement.

Oslo, juni 2021
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